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Preface

Oracle Hospitality Simphony is a cloud-based Point-of-Sale (POS) solution that provides
business management capabilities using a single tool with vast integration capabilities to
property management systems, paperless kitchen display systems, credit card interfaces,
and reporting applications.

Purpose

These Release Notes provide a brief overview of additions, enhancements, and corrections
implemented in this software release. Their intent is informative, not instructional. Review
Simphony's product documentation, including technical and application advisories for
previous versions, for detailed information on installation, upgrade, configuration, and general
use.

Audience

This document is intended for all users of Oracle Hospitality Simphony version 18.1.

Customer Support

To contact Oracle Customer Support, access My Oracle Support at the following URL:

https://support.oracle.com

When contacting Customer Support, please provide the following:

• Product version and program/module name

• Functional and technical description of the problem (include business impact)

• Detailed step-by-step instructions to re-create

• Exact error message received

• Screen shots of each step you take

Documentation

Oracle Hospitality product documentation is available on the Oracle Help Center at http://
docs.oracle.com/en/industries/hospitality/.

Revision History

Date Description of Change

July 2018 Initial publication.
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Date Description of Change

July 2018 • Updates to the Supported Enterprise
Server Technology section for Microsoft
SQL Server 2012 and added Microsoft
Windows Server 2016.

• Reorganized the Feature and Updates
topics for the Release Notes by adding a
Data Transfer Service (DTS) section and
moving this release’s Extensibility content
to the Extension Application article.
Moved Discount, Menu Item, No Sale
Reason Codes, and Menu Item NLU
features to the Operations on the POS
Workstation section (renamed from POS
Client). Moved Automatic Language
Deployment information to EMC section.

August 2018 Updates to the Supported POS Client Devices
section, specifically announcing the support of
the MC40 running Android 5.1.

September 2018 Updates to the Resolved Issues section that
reference a listing of all customer reported
defects for this release.

December 2018 Updates to the Known Issues section in
reference to the use of Oracle Payment
Interface (OPI) drivers.

February 2019 Updated the Supported POS Client Devices
section, specifically the listing for supported
Android versions for Simphony version 18.1

October 2019 Added Effectivity Groups to Import/Export
Service.

December 2019 Updated the Known Issues section in reference
to Configuring Guest Check Numbers.

November 2021 Added bug 29837731 to the Resolved Issues
section.
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1
Features and Updates

This chapter describes the features and updates contained in this release.

Check and Posting Service (CAPS)
Added Microsoft Visual C++ 2010 x86 Redistributable Package to Prerequisites CAL
Package

You no longer need to manually install the Microsoft Visual C++ 2010 x86 Redistributable
Package when configuring CAPS as a Windows Service with an Oracle database. The
Microsoft Visual C++ 2010 x86 Redistributable Package is now included in the prerequisites
CAL package.

Added Support for Oracle Database 12c Standard Edition

The Oracle Database 12c Standard Edition is now supported when using CAPS as a web
service on Microsoft Internet Information Services (IIS) and as a Windows Service.

The Oracle Hospitality Simphony Configuration Guide contains more information on
configuring CAPS.

Client Application Loader (CAL)
The Oracle Hospitality Simphony Configuration Guide contains more information on CAL
package deployment.

Added Support for CAL 143

Simphony version 18.1 is integrated with CAL client 143. This CAL version provides faster
download speed for Android CAL packages.

Removed Unsupported CAL Packages

CAL packages that are no longer needed for Simphony version 18.1 are not included in the
installation software. CAL packages are still available for deployment from the existing
Simphony database on systems upgraded from earlier versions of Simphony.

Credit Cards
Added Oracle Payment Interface (OPI) Support for Top Up Credit Authorizations

In EMC, you can now enable or disable Incremental Authorizations when using native OPI
payment drivers and if the payment service provider supports Incremental Authorizations.
The Incremental Authorization feature allows workstation operators to perform a credit card
authorization, add menu items, perform another credit card authorization on the existing card
for the full amount, and print a credit card voucher. Simphony uses a token to authorize
existing cards, automatically voiding the original authorization after obtaining the new
authorization. Each authorization is a full authorization for the new totals.
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The Oracle Hospitality Simphony Configuration Guide and the Oracle Hospitality
Simphony POS User Guide contain more information on card signature verification.

Added Support to Configure Manual Credit Card Entry

You can enable or disable manual entry of credit card numbers for employees using
Roles option 85 - Authorize/Allow Manual Entry of Credit Card Numbers. This
feature is supported only with the VisaD payment driver and with third party payment
drivers that support it.

The Oracle Hospitality Simphony Configuration Guide contains more information.

Data Transfer Service (DTS)
DTS No Longer Overrides Existing Master Records in Reporting and Analytics

DTS no longer overrides existing master records in Reporting and Analytics for
definitions configured at the property, zone, and revenue center levels. This resolves
the definition and master alignment issue between Simphony and Reporting and
Analytics. As part of the solution, the following changes were implemented in
Simphony version 18.1:

• Removed Enterprise Parameters option 5 - Perform Alignment Using Master
Property

• Restricted Cash Management Class configuration to the Enterprise level

Employees
Support for Tip Track and Tip Declaration with Oracle Hospitality Labor
Management Cloud Service

Simphony features tip track and tip declaration are now supported with Labor
Management enabled. This allows Labor Management-enabled properties to:

• Track tip disbursement between employees

• Allow employees to declare direct and indirect tips for one's self and others
through the tip declaration function keys (Direct Tips, Direct Tips/Ask#, Indirect
Tips, and Indirect Tips/Ask#) at the workstation

The Oracle Hospitality Simphony Configuration Guide and the Oracle Hospitality
Simphony POS User Guide contain more information on Tip Track and Tip
Declaration.

Enterprise Cash Management (ECM)
The ECM now includes support for multiple classes (currency and non-currency
based). Classes can be based on primary or alternate currencies. Updated Enterprise
and property reports support the tracking of multiple classes. The Engagement
console also shows multiple classes in widgets.

Various ECM enhancements are available to support:

• Notification of cash pull threshold when closing a transaction

Chapter 1
Data Transfer Service (DTS)
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• Automatically calculating PAR Level cash value required for each unit quantity and day of
the week

• Reopening a closed server bank session

• Prevention of class overrides and new Cash Management Class Behavior module

The Oracle Hospitality Simphony Configuration Guide and the Oracle Hospitality Simphony
Manager User Guide contain more information on configuring and using ECM.

Engagement Cloud Service
The Engagement Cloud Service is now deployed and automatically enabled with Simphony
installation. Manual Engagement registration is no longer required. Each supported
workstation can access Engagement by default. Engagement is supported on workstations
running Microsoft Windows 8.1 and later. The Enterprise must be linked to Oracle Hospitality
Reporting and Analytics to post Engagement data to the reporting database.

The following enhancements are also included in Simphony version 18.1:

• All Engagement related pages are configured at the Enterprise level

• Deployment includes default Welcome and Hub pages

• After configuring Welcome and Hub pages, you can use the Page Assignment module in
the EMC to set default pages

The following Engagement features are no longer available:

• License configuration

• Synchronization service between EMC and Engagement

• Tagging

• Publishing pages

The Oracle Hospitality Simphony Configuration Guide and the Oracle Hospitality Simphony
POS User Guide contain more information on configuring and using Engagement.

Enterprise Management Console (EMC)
Support for EMC Client Self Updates

The process for updating the EMC client (after installation) has been enhanced and is
available through the Simphony Web Portal (SWP). Administrators can download the setup
executable package, which then installs all individual files in the EMCClient folder on the
device. The Audit Trail records all files downloaded. The AppLoader is no longer used to
update the EMC.

After entering login credentials, if a newer version of EMC exists, EMC automatically
downloads the latest files, and then updates itself. You will be prompted to log in again after
completion of the updates. A progress bar has been introduced to indicate the duration of the
login and update operations.

The Oracle Hospitality Simphony Manager User Guide contains information about updating
the EMC client.

Chapter 1
Engagement Cloud Service
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Redesigned Sign In Screen

The EMC Sign In screen has been enhanced to allow entry of up to 80 characters in
the Server field. Additionally, the Secure Connection checkbox no longer appears; by
default, the EMC uses a secure connection.

Password Recovery Link Renamed for EMC and Simphony Web Portal

The password recovery link for the EMC and Simphony Web Portal (SWP) logon
screens has been changed from Forgot Password? to Can’t Sign In?. The previous
restriction, where you could not reset your own password, has been removed. Now, all
privileged (and fully configured) users can initiate the resetting of their own password
as well as for others. However, if you do not meet the following prerequisites, you must
request to have a privileged supervisor initiate recovering your password:

• You do not have a valid email address configured within your employee record

• You have not configured your security questions and answers

The Oracle Hospitality Simphony Configuration Guide and the Oracle Hospitality
Simphony Security Guide contain more information about the EMC and SWP
password recovery process.

Support to Round Payment and Change Due to the .50 and 1.00

You can now configure payment and change due for cash tenders to round to the
nearest .50 or 1.00, and to round down change due. The new Tender/Media options 96
- Round To Second Least Significant Digit and 97 - Round Change Due Down
support these features.

The Oracle Hospitality Simphony Configuration Guide contains more information on
configuring a cash tender.

Support to Configure Financial Reports Posting for Voided Tender/Media Checks

The workstation financial reports correctly show the sum of negative checks (voids and
refunds) and regular checks. The new Report Parameters option 28 - Decrement
Tender Media Totals When Voided enables you to configure the posting for voided
Tender/Media items on financial reports.

When you deselect option 28, negative checks and regular checks are added together.
For example, 3 void checks and 4 paid checks will show the total checks as 7 (3+4=7).

When you select option 28, negative checks are subtracted from regular checks. For
example, 3 void checks and 4 paid checks will show the total checks as 1 (4-3=1).

Support for Automatic Language Deployment

The new Import Standard Translation link in the Languages module lets you select a
standard translation file from a list to import. After a user logs in, EMC checks for the
configured language of the logged in user and automatically retrieves the
corresponding translation. If there is no translation loaded, the default English is used.
If the translation is not available on the local file system, or if the translation cached on
the file system is out of date, the language translation is downloaded from
EMCHandler. The EMC translations are now read only from the enterprise database
and not from the EMCText.xml file. In addition, EMCHandler loads the default
language translation so that it can generate audit trail entries.

Chapter 1
Enterprise Management Console (EMC)
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The Oracle Hospitality Simphony Configuration Guide contains more information on
configuring the EMC translation files.

Support for Running an EMC Client and Biometrics Fingerprint Enrollment on a 64-bit
Platform

The Simphony remote EMC client now runs (by default) as a native 64-bit application. A
remote EMC client can be run as a 32-bit or 64-bit application. The platform version run
depends on the operating system of the computer where it is installed. The default installation
path for remote EMC client files is now C:\Program Files\Oracle Hospitality.
However, the installation path remains configurable. Biometric fingerprint enrollment also
follows this model.

Support for Microsoft Windows High Contrast Mode

The EMC now supports the high-contrast features provided by Microsoft Windows operating
systems.

The Oracle Hospitality Simphony Configuration Guide contains more information on
accessibility in EMC.

Extension Applications
Support for Extensibility Posting without Manual Changes to Configuration Files

Developers no longer need to manually edit the DPS configuration files with extensibility
information in order to post this data to the Reporting and Analytics database. Extension
applications can now be managed from EMC and changes to the
DirectPostingService.exe.config are no longer required. You can configure the data level,
maximum characters, and maximum items in the Extension Application module. The
Extension Application module also contains a new option 5 - Post extension application
data to Reporting and Analytics to indicate whether data posts to the Reporting and
Analytics database. Administrators can set View and Edit privileges for the new role
Extension Application Posting.

If you upgrade from Simphony version 2.10 to version 18.1, the entries in the
DirectPostingService.exe.config file remain the same, and option 5 is enabled in the EMC.

The Oracle Hospitality Simphony Configuration Guide contains more information on enabling
extension applications.

Support for Extensibility Function to Always Open Cash Drawer

The cash drawer always opens when using the OpsCheckCashDrawerEvent Extensibility
function. When the Extensibility function OpsCheckCashDrawerEvent requests to open a
cash drawer, the following cash drawer options, which are configured in the Control
Parameters module, are overridden:

• 23 - Open Drawer Only if Balance Due is 0.00

• 36 - Do Not Open Drawer if Subtotal is 0.00

• 42 - Always Open Cash Drawer if Change Due

• 65 - Allow open of Cash Drawer on Service Charge

The Oracle Hospitality Simphony Configuration Guide contains more information on
configuring a cash drawer.

Chapter 1
Extension Applications
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contains more information on configuring a cash drawer.

Import/Export Service
The Import/Export Service has been updated with the following enhancements:

• Renamed the Import/Export Web Application to Simphony Web Portal

• Enhanced the support of menu items by integrating menu item masters,
definitions, and prices as one integrated entity for import or export at Enterprise
and zone levels

• Enhanced data management enables you to import or export data at multiple
hierarchies or unit names

• The Job Code Object Type is available for export only

• Effectivity Groups are required when importing menu item prices into Simphony.
The Mandatory Columns are:

– Hierarchy ID

– Price Sequence

– Effectivity Groups

– Menu Item Def ID

The Oracle Hospitality Simphony Configuration Guide and the Oracle Hospitality
Simphony Manager User Guide contain more information on configuring and using the
Import/Export Service.

Kitchen Display System (KDS)
KDS Enhancements

The Oracle Hospitality Simphony KDS Configuration and User Guide contains more
information about the features described below.

• Added Support for Oracle MICROS Kitchen Display Controller 210

Simphony release 18.1 and later supports the Oracle MICROS Kitchen Display
Controller 210 running Microsoft Windows 10.

The Kitchen Display Controller 210 (also known as DT Research DT166CR) does
not support KDS displays running Microsoft Windows CE.

• Added Support for Automatic Switching from Backup to Primary Kitchen Display
System Controller After Start of Day Runs

You can have your Backup Kitchen Display System Controller (KDSC)
automatically switch to the Primary KDSC on a daily basis after the system’s Start
of Day runs. This functionality is enabled when you configure the primary controller
to automatically switch to the backup controller if the primary controller loses
connectivity or goes down due to hardware failure. To enable this automatic
switch-over, access the EMC, Property level, KDS Controllers, General tab,
Options, and enable option 9 - Enable Backup Controller Automatic Takeover.
Going forward, as the Start of Day executes, it checks to see if the primary
controller is currently active, and if not, it switches from the backup to the primary
controller.

Chapter 1
Import/Export Service
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Configuring a Backup KDS Controller contains more information about configuring
backup KDS controllers.

• Recall Bumped Chits to Original Position

You can control where bumped order chits appear on displays when recalled. When you
enable KDS Controller option 12 - Recall to Original Position, order chits return to their
original position on the Prep, Expo, and SOS displays prior to being bumped. When
disabled, bumped orders appear at the top of the display. This feature is only supported
on non-Dynamic Order Mode (DOM) KDS Displays.

• Control Void Order Chit Position

You can control where voided order chits appear on displays. When you enable Order
Devices option 22  Match Voids to Order Chits, voided orders appear immediately
before the order it relates to, that is, the first chit with the same order number that
contains the voided item. If a matching order and item is not found, the voided order
appears at the top of the display.

• Claim Order

Kitchen staff can assign themselves to order chits using the Claim Order functions on
the KDS toolbar and bump bar. To keep track of ownership, a color code is assigned to
each Claim Order function. When pressed, the assigned colored border corresponding to
the Claim Order function is applied around the order. For example, if a cook presses the
Claim Order Blue function, a blue colored border is placed around the order.

When a claimed order is recalled, the KDS shows the chit with the colored border.
However, border colors are not shown when an order is being reviewed.

• Show Mouse Cursor on KDS Displays

You can make the mouse cursor visible on KDS Displays by enabling KDS Display option
10 - Show Mouse Cursor.

• View Media Files on KDS Displays

You can use Media Viewer to communicate or train employees (for example, show an
image or video on a KDS Display about plating and garnishing an entree). Media Viewer
enables KDS users to access custom graphics, videos, and documents on a wide range
of work-related topics or tasks. Media Viewer is available on both Microsoft Windows 32
and CE devices, but is not supported on SEI OASys displays.

• Print Guest Checks on Demand

Kitchen staff can print the guest check corresponding to an order chit on the KDS Display
using the bump bar and toolbar function Print Check. The guest check prints to the
primary runner chit printer configured for the order device. If the primary runner chit
printer is offline, the check prints to the backup runner chit printer. KDS users can reprint
the same check infinite times.

• Print Order Chits on Demand

Kitchen staff can print the selected order chit on the KDS Display using the bump bar and
toolbar function Print Order Chit. This feature is supported on both DOM and non-DOM
KDS Displays.

• Suppress Check Totals

You can prevent the check total and subtotal amounts from appearing on order receipts
when Order Devices KDS options 27 - Suppress Check Total and 9 - Display Subtotal
are enabled for KDS order devices using DOM.

• Prevent Bumping Checks Open at Workstations

Chapter 1
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You can prevent KDS users from bumping chits corresponding to orders that are
still being taken by the workstation operator, when using DOM Types Fire On Fly
and Fire On Next. When KDS Controllers option 11  Prevent bump while
ordering is enabled, Simphony prevents incomplete orders from being bumped,
and notifies the kitchen staff by showing the words Ordering at the footer of the
chit. This enables the kitchen staff to determine whether to begin preparation or to
wait until the order is completed.

This feature is only supported in revenue centers that have option 50 - Enable
Dynamic Order Mode (DOM) enabled. To use this feature, you must configure a
DOM chit layout that shows the subtotal field or enable the Order Devices 9 ‐
Display Subtotal option.

• Additional Kitchen Display Themes

Simphony supports the following themes for KDS Displays in addition to Classic
and Ocean:

– Hornet

– Leaf

– Rose

• Automatic Toolbar Button Size Adjustment

Simphony automatically adjusts the height and width of KDS toolbar buttons when
the dimensions are set to 0. Additionally, the maximum button width and height
has increased to 999 pixels.

• Disable Dining Courses by Order Type

You can disable dining courses for order types that require all menu items to be
ready for the customer simultaneously (for example, delivery, takeout, and to-go)
using Order Type Parameters option 10 - Suppress Dining Course. When
enabled, this option overrides KDS Controller option 2 - Display Next Course
after Previous Course Complete and sends all menu items from all of the
courses to the KDS for immediate preparation. If you have prep times configured,
menu items fire to the kitchen at the appropriate interval to ensure that all items
are ready at the same time.

• Always Show Condiment Quantity on Chits

You can configure KDS devices to always show the quantity of condiments
ordered using Order Devices option 31 - Always Show Quantity. When enabled,
order chits show the quantity in front of each ordered condiment, even if the
quantity is 1. To use this feature, KDS Consolidation must be disabled and
workstation operators must add each condiment individually to the check (that is,
without using the on-screen numeric key pad).

This feature is only supported on non-DOM KDS Displays.

• Beep on Receiving VIP and Rush Orders

To notify the kitchen staff of VIP and rush orders, you can configure Beep On VIP
and Beep On Rush that causes Prep Stations to beep whenever a VIP or rush
order is received in the kitchen.

• Run KDS and POS on Same Client

Microsoft Windows 32 clients support having the KDS and POS on the same
physical device. Workstation operators can switch focus between POS operations
and the KDS Display using the Show OPS and Show KDS Display functions

Chapter 1
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respectively. You can configure the default screen location for the POS and KDS so
operators can view them side by side.

• Exit KDS Display Application while Initializing

During initialization, when a Microsoft Windows 32 KDS client detects that a Simphony
service host is running, the KDS Display application window frame shows a Close button
before the display connects to the KDS Controller. This enables the workstation operator
to exit the display without having to use a keyboard, if it does not connect to the KDS
Controller.

• Dynamic Table Number Adjustment

KDS Displays dynamically update order chits to show the table number,when a check,
previously without a table number, is assigned a table at the workstation.

• Multiple Split Panel Support

You can configure up to nine panels (logical displays) on an Expo or Prep Display and
define the dimensions for each panel separately. This enables you to dedicate more area
on the display to panels that receive significantly more orders than the others so the
kitchen staff does not have to scroll through several screens to view all the orders. For
example, a KDS Display is split between sandwiches and salads. A restaurant that
receives more orders for sandwiches than salads can devote 70% of the display to
sandwiches and 30% to salads. If you delete a panel, order devices that are configured to
send to that panel automatically send items to panel 1.

• Sort Menu Items by Print Group

You can sort menu items within order chits by the print group. When Order Devices
option 23 - Sort by Print Group is enabled for a KDS device, the items are sorted in
ascending order of the print group, and then items without a print group are sorted by
their record number. When disabled, items appear in the order in which they were added
to the check. This feature has no affect on condiment menu items.

• Sort Condiments on Order Devices

You can sort condiments on order chits by defining a Condiment Sort Type for order
devices. This enables you to establish a standard predefined order in which a menu
item’s condiments appear on the KDS or are printed at order devices, eliminating
confusion and reducing the probability that a condiment will be missed.

To sort condiments on order devices, you must enable Menu Item Classes option 30 -
Sort Condiments by Print Group for the parent menu items.

• Additional Fields for KDS Reports

The Direct Posting Service (DPS) posts the following information to Oracle Hospitality
Reporting and Analytics for KDS reports:

– The time a table was opened at the workstation

– The time a check was begun at the workstation

– The time an order was sent to the KDS from the workstation

– The time a payment was made at the workstation

– The time it took to tender the check (cash drawer open to closed time)

– The time an order was service totaled (sent)

– The time taken between tendering a check and the order getting bumped from the
KDS

– Order parked times at the KDS

Chapter 1
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• Print Runner Chit in Deli Chit Format

You can print runner chits in deli chit format using Order Devices option 28 - Use
Deli Chit Format for Runner Chits. The deli chit layout includes the same
information as the traditional runner chit. The difference is that it prominently
shows the order number centered at the top and the bottom of the chit. The deli
chit layout is specially designed for revenue centers where customers place an
order at one station and pick it up at a later time or at another station.

• Print Individual Runner Chits by Order Type

You can configure the KDS to print separate runner chits for each item, depending
on the order type. For example, if you enable this feature for the To-Go order type,
a runner chit prints for each to-go item on the check when the cook bumps the
order from the Prep Station. If the item routes to multiple Prep Stations, the runner
chit prints when it is bumped from the last KDS station. Menu items ordered in
quantity print on a single runner chit. You must enable this feature for both the
Order Type (9 - KDS Allow Item Print on Item All Prep Done) and the KDS
Device (29 - Item Print on Item All Prep Done).

• Backup Printer Support for DOM Fire On Fly and Fire On Next Orders

When the KDS Controller is down, DOM Fire On Fly and Fire On Next orders print
to the defined KDS backup printer when the check is service totaled or tendered.

• Configure KDS Load Balancing Percentage

You can assign load balancing percentages to KDS Prep Stations within a
distribution group. This enables you to route orders based on the experience of the
kitchen staff. For example, you can route more orders to an experienced prep
cook and lesser orders to a prep cook in training.

• Prioritize Menu Items

You can have order chits that contain menu items with longer prep times appear at
the top of KDS Display queues. When these chits appear at the top of the queue,
kitchen staff can start preparing them sooner. When Menu Item Classes option 75
- KDS Sort Priority Above Normal is enabled, chits that contain items assigned
to this class move in front of chits that do include items assigned a Menu Item
Class with this option enabled. If Order Devices option 3 - Single Item Per Sub-
Order is disabled, when a chit that contains a priority class item comes through,
that entire chit is given precedence. Similarly, parent items inherit the priority of
condiments when ordered together.

Other functions which alter the sorting order of chits on KDS Displays (for
example, Priority levels 1-8, VIP, Rush, and Recalled orders) still appear in front of
chits that include items with Menu Item Classes option 75 enabled.

• Exclude Prep Times from Course Alerts

You can now configure the KDS to calculate course alerts relative to the time
menu items were ordered. When Order Devices option 25 - Alerts Exclude Prep
Time is enabled, alert time calculations ignore menu item prep times. When
disabled and prep times are configured, the KDS takes the prep times into account
and calculates the course alert times based on the state of KDS Controller option
2 - Display Next Course after Previous Course Complete.

This feature provides flexibility to configure alerts depending on your kitchen
operation. For example, you can configure the alerts to average all prep times for
all menu items. As an example, you can use this feature to ensure that the cooks
never take longer than 15 minutes to prepare anything.

Chapter 1
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• Reset Check Timer

You can configure the KDS to reset the chit timer by enabling KDS Displays option 9 -
Reset KDS Chit Timer. When enabled, the chit timer restarts when a workstation
operator service totals or pays the check in full during the first service round (the service
round in which the check was created). This ensures that the chit does not appear old
when using DOM Fire On Fly or Fire On Next before it is service totaled.

• Configure Combo Meal Item Font Size

You can configure the preferred font size for combo meal items on KDS order chits from
the Combo Item Font drop-down list in the KDS Displays module. By default, the font
size is set to 8.

• Distinguish Order Types by Color

You can assign KDS Highlight Schemes to order types so kitchen staff can easily
differentiate chits by the order type on KDS Displays. When configured, the order type
label (for example, Dine In) appears in the foreground and background color associated
with the order type. For example, Drive Through can appear highlighted in green while
Dine In can appear highlighted in red.

• Generate KDS Posting Files

To process KDS posting data in real time, Simphony enables you to configure up to three
files for storing KDS posting information. All three files will contain the same information.
If a location is not specified, the system stores the files in the
[Driver]:\micros\kds\etc directory.

• Translate KDS Display Language

You can configure the language on KDS Displays for a property. When enabled, kitchen
staff will see the following elements on the display in their native language:

– User messages

– Dialog window titles

– List columns headers

– Item status on reports

– Statistics

– Chit labels that reflect the current state of the order

– Static information such as seat, count, zone, subtotal, and so on

• Check ID Printing on Runner Chits

The guest check ID (if available) prints on runner chits instead of the guest check
number. You can suppress the guest check ID from printing on the runner chits by
enabling Order Devices option 30 - Suppress Guest Check ID on Runner Chits. When
enabled, the check number prints instead.

• Configure Production Item Display

You can control the display of production items on KDS Displays by setting items as
Dynamic or Static. If an item is set to Dynamic, the KDS Display only shows the
production item when it has an item count.

• Always Show Condiment Quantity on Chits

You can configure KDS devices to always show the quantity of condiments ordered using
Order Devices option 31 - Always Show Quantity. When enabled, order chits show the
quantity in front of each condiment ordered, even if the quantity is 1. To use this feature,
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KDS Consolidation must be disabled and workstation operators must add
condiments singly to the check (that is, without using the on screen numeric key
pad).

This feature is only supported on non-DOM KDS Displays.

• Suppress Check Totals

Order Devices KDS option 27 - Suppress Check Total enables you to prevent the
check total and subtotal amounts from appearing on order receipts when option 9 -
Display Subtotal is enabled for KDS order devices using DOM.

• Filter Items Sent to Order Devices

The Order Devices setting Menu Item Printing enables you to filter items that are
sent to order devices based on whether a condiment is applied. This feature is
intended for quick-service restaurants where the majority of orders are prepared to
a standard recipe, while only a minority are assembled per special requests from
customers (for example, extra cheese, no mayo). To avoid confusion, you can use
this feature to configure one or more Prep Stations or kitchen printers to receive all
of the special requests.

Language and Translations
Support for Automatic Language Deployment

An administrator no longer needs to access the default suite of standard language
translation files on the application server file system.

The Enterprise Management Console (EMC) section contains more information about
this enhancement.

Support for Hebrew Language

A new option named Reverse Word is available in the Languages module for printing
Hebrew characters in the correct order on guest checks and customer receipts. The
Configuring Right to Left Reading Languages section in the Oracle Hospitality
Simphony Configuration Guide contains more information on configuring the Hebrew
character orientation.

Operations on the POS Workstation
Discount Enhancements

The Oracle Hospitality Simphony Configuration Guide contains more information on
configuring discounts.

• Discount Trigger and Award Groups Increased to Eight

You can assign up to eight unique trigger groups for a Combination Pricing
discount, Quantity Threshold discount, and a Total Price discount. Additionally,
Quantity Threshold and Total Price discounts support up to eight award groups.

• Minimum Amount Threshold Configuration

You can define a minimum menu item subtotal amount (Minimum Amount
Threshold) required on a check to apply and retain a manual or automatic
discount. The subtotal does not include any service charges or taxes applied to
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the check. The Minimum Amount Threshold also applies to all discounts added through
extensibility.

Additionally, you can allow workstation operators to override this Minimum Amount
Threshold when applying manual discounts by enabling the new Role option 282 -
Authorize/Perform Minimum Amount Threshold Override.

• Automatic Discount Reversal

Simphony now automatically removes manual and automatic discounts applied to an
open check when any of the required discount thresholds or triggers are no longer being
met. When Tender/Media option 83 - Permanently Apply Automatic Discounts is
selected, this feature only works in the current service round in which the discount was
applied. That is, after performing a service total on the check, workstation operators must
manually remove the discount if the check no longer meets the conditions in which the
discount was applied in the previous round.

This feature does not apply to manual subtotal discounts.

• Output for Automatic and Coupon Discounts

Automatic and coupon discounts are no longer sent to order devices.

Menu Item Enhancements

The Oracle Hospitality Simphony Configuration Guide and the Oracle Hospitality Simphony
Manager User Guide contain more information on configuring menu item SLUs, configuring
employee privileges, editing menu items at the property level, and performing menu item
availability adjustments.

• Increased Number of Menu Item Screen Lookups (SLU)

You can create up to 999999999 SLU groups for menu items.

• Support to Configure Availability of Condiment Menu Items with Effectivity Records in
SLUs

You can now use the effectivity record associated with a condiment item’s price record to
control the availability of the condiment in SLUs. The new Menu Item Classes option 77 -
Only allow condiments with an active price record enables condiment items with an
active effectivity price record to appear in SLUs. When the effectivity record is expired or
has a future date, the condiments are not available in SLUs.

• Menu Item Availability References Removed from EMC

You can no longer adjust the availability of menu items from the EMC. Workstation
operators with the appropriate privileges can adjust the availability of menu items from
the workstation using the Page Design module’s Menu Item Availability function.

• Changes to Editing Menu Items Defined at Enterprise or Zone

You can no longer edit a menu item defined at the Enterprise or zone levels; workstation
operators with the appropriate privileges can edit a menu item defined at the property
level.

Support for Ordering Menu Items by Number Lookup (NLU)

You can now configure the application to sell menu items using a number and number group,
and workstation operators can add menu items to a check using NLU.

The Oracle Hospitality Simphony Configuration Guide and the Oracle Hospitality Simphony
POS User Guide contain more information on configuring and using NLU.
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Support to Filter Checks by Seats and Print Memo Checks

Simphony now provides the ability to:

• Filter checks by one or more seat numbers

• Apply a tender only for the filtered seats

• Issue a check only for the filtered seats

This allows workstation operators to print separate checks for individuals or for a group
at a table without creating separate checks. The check printed for the filtered seats is
referred to as a memo check. In addition to check details pertaining to the filtered
seats, a  memo check contains information from the primary guest check, such as
service team details, event details, and suite owner details. When a tender is applied
for the filtered seats, Simphony removes the items belonging to the filtered seats from
the primary guest check.

As part of this enhancement, workstation financial reports now show the sales average
per table and the average turn per table.

The Oracle Hospitality Simphony Configuration Guide and the Oracle Hospitality
Simphony POS User Guide contain more information on seat filtering and memo
checks.

Support for Fire Now

You can now manually fire menu items within the current round to order devices. This
feature includes the following capabilities:

• Filter items by course, seat, major group, and family group before firing.

• Void a previous round fired item.

• Cancel a transaction and have only the non-fired items cancelled; previously fired
items in the current service round remain on the check.

The Fire Now feature is available through Extensibility.

The Oracle Hospitality Simphony Configuration Guide and the Oracle Hospitality
Simphony POS User Guide contain more information on Fire Now.

Support to Post No Sale Reason Codes to Reporting and Analytics

Simphony now posts reasons entered for No Sale transactions to Reporting and
Analytics.

Added Default Error Login and Home Page

Simphony now shows a default Error Login Page and an Error Home Page when POS
client workstations cannot display the login page or home page due to:

• Invalid page assignment

• Invalid page template

From the default error pages, workstation operators can update and reload the
database, minimize and close the application, access the Property Management
Console (PMC) for diagnostics, and carry out other functions. This feature ensures
that business operations are not interrupted because of inoperable workstations.
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The Oracle Hospitality Simphony POS User Guide contains more information on the default
error pages.

Support for Android Version Marshmallow (6.0)

Simphony version 18.1 supports POS client devices running the Android version
Marshmallow (6.0) mobile operating system.

Support for Standby Mode on Oracle Hospitality 720 Tablets

The internal battery of the Oracle Hospitality 720 Tablet now supports Standby mode.
Standby mode maintains the current state of the Simphony application on the tablet while you
swap out a depleted external battery for a freshly charged battery. Depending on your tablet's
operating system, Standby mode provides a grace period of several minutes to swap out the
external battery.

• When running Microsoft Windows 8.1, you have approximately ten minutes to swap the
external battery.

• When running Microsoft Windows 10, you have approximately five minutes to swap the
external battery.

If the internal battery expires before a charged external battery can be connected, the tablet
powers off without retaining the current state of Simphony. After a fresh battery is connected,
the tablet behaves as if powered on for the first time and requires complete reconfiguration.

The Oracle MICROS Tablet 700 Series Online Documentation Library contains more
information about the Oracle Hospitality 720 tablet's battery performance.

Printing
Improved Print Speed

Simphony now supports a maximum printer Baud Rate of 19200 bps, resulting in faster guest
check, receipt, voucher, and report printing. This baud rate is not supported for picture-based
languages, such as Chinese, Japanese, and Thai.

For information on printer DIP switch settings for baud rate 19200 bps, refer to the product
support documents at the printer manufacturer’s website.

Added Support for Printing Secondary Items

You can now broadcast all menu items that are configured to print at a particular order device
to other printers in the revenue center to print as secondary items. This feature allows the
preparer to know which items are being prepared by other cooks so they can synchronize
orders for delivery. For example, pizza dip and chicken wings are programmed to print to the
Hot Printer, and house salad and mesclun mix are programmed to print to the Cold Printer. If
the cook who prepares the salads does not know that the chicken wings and pizza dip go
with the salad order, the cook might prepare the salads immediately. This can cause the
salads to become warm or to wilt.

The Oracle Hospitality Simphony Configuration Guide contains more information on
configuring order devices to print secondary items.

Added Support for Reprinting Closed Checks from Previous Business Dates

Workstation operators can now reprint checks from previous business days using the Reprint
Closed Checks function key. The Control Parameters setting Number of Days to Reopen/
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Reprint Closed Checks from Previous Business Day indicates the number of days
for which privileged employees can reopen or reprint closed checks.

The Oracle Hospitality Simphony Configuration Guide contains more information on
configuring closed check settings.

Table Management System (TMS)
Updated Table Merge Configuration

You can now configure enhanced tables available for merging. When the tables are
not configured for merging with each other, a notification prevents the workstation
operator from merging those tables.

The Oracle Hospitality Simphony Configuration Guide contains more information on
configuring enhanced dining tables.

Added Filter For Reservation List

You can now filter the Reservation List to show assigned reservations and remaining
availability, or assigned reservations only. In addition, you can view reservations listed
sequentially by time, and seating capacity on the Reservation List.

The Oracle Hospitality Simphony POS User Guide contains more information about
the Reservation List.

User Interface
Simphony Web Portal (SWP)

The Import/Export Web Application has been renamed to the Simphony Web Portal
(SWP). The SWP is a web site from which you can now securely download the setup
packages for the EMC client and CAL, in addition to importing and exporting Simphony
data.

You can access the web site from any Internet connection using valid Simphony EMC
credentials. The Oracle Hospitality Simphony Manager User Guide contains more
information about the SWP.

Oracle Re-branding

Many references to MICROS have been replaced by Oracle re-branding throughout
Simphony, including the installation, EMC configuration, and POS client. The following
table lists the old and new Service names.

Table 1-1    Simphony Service Names

Type of Service Old Name (Simphony
Release 2.10 and Earlier)

New Name (Simphony
Release 18.1)

Simphony Services MICROS Data Request
Processing Service

Oracle Hospitality Simphony
Data Request Processing
Service

MICROS Data Transfer
Service

Oracle Hospitality Simphony
Data Transfer Service (DTS)
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Table 1-1    (Cont.) Simphony Service Names

Type of Service Old Name (Simphony
Release 2.10 and Earlier)

New Name (Simphony
Release 18.1)

MICROS Direct Posting
Service

Oracle Hospitality Simphony
Direct Posting Service (DPS)

MICROS Sequencer Service Oracle Hospitality Simphony
Sequencer Service

Simphony Client Services MICROS CAL Client Oracle Hospitality Simphony
Client Application Loader
(CAL)

MICROS KDS Controller Oracle Hospitality Simphony
Kitchen Display System
Controller

MICROS Service Host Oracle Hospitality Simphony
Service Host

Materials Control (Services
running on Simphony CAPS
machine)

Simphony MC Definitions
Export

Setup Materials Control
Export

Simphony MC Sales Export Setup Materials Control
Export

Inventory Oracle.Hospitality.Inventory.
AutomationService

Oracle Hospitality Inventory
Automation Service

Oracle WebLogic / OBI
Related Services

Oracle Process Manager
(ORCLRNA)

Oracle Process Manager
(ORCLRNA)

Oracle WebLogic
NodeManager
(C_myMicros_Oracle_Middle
ware_wlserver_10.3)

Oracle WebLogic
NodeManager
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2
System Requirements, Supported Systems,
and Compatibility

This chapter describes the Enterprise server operating systems, databases, and devices
supported with Simphony version 18.1.

Supported Enterprise Server Technology
Simphony supports the following operating systems:

• Microsoft Windows Server 2008 R2

• Microsoft Windows Server 2012 R2

• Microsoft Windows Server 2016

Simphony supports the following databases:

• Oracle Database 11g

• Oracle Database 12c

• Oracle Database 12c Release 1

• Oracle Database 12c Release 2

• Microsoft SQL Server 2008 R2

• Microsoft SQL Server 2012

• Microsoft SQL Server 2016

Supported POS Client Devices
• Oracle MICROS Tablet 720

• Oracle MICROS Workstation 6 Series

– Oracle MICROS Workstation 610

– Oracle MICROS Workstation 620

– Oracle MICROS Workstation 650

• Oracle MICROS Tablet E-Series 8-inch with operating system image version 1.5 or later.

• Oracle MICROS Tablet E-Series 11-inch

– Operating system image version 1.4 or later is required for Oracle MICROS E-Series
Base Station support. Confirm the image version using the Microsoft Windows
Control Panel. If the image is earlier than the version required for the device, contact
your Oracle representative to provide you with the latest version.

– Configure the tablet to use either the wired or wireless connection. The Oracle
MICROS Tablet E-Series does not support switching from wired to wireless network
connections and vice versa.
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• Oracle MICROS PC Workstation 2015

• Oracle MICROS Workstation 5A (POSReady 2009, POSReady 7)

• Tablets running Android Marshmallow (version 6.0), Android Lollipop (versions 5.0
and 5.1), or Android KitKat (version 4.4) mobile operating systems

– Samsung Galaxy Tablets 7-inch, 8-inch, and 11-inch

– Google Nexus

• Motorola MC40 (Android versions 5.1 and 4.4)

• DT Research DT365 tablet (POSReady 7)

• Microsoft Windows 10, Microsoft Windows 8.1 and Microsoft Windows 7 devices

• KDS client devices

Supported Peripheral Devices
• Barcode Scanners

– Oracle MICROS Workstation 6 Series

– Oracle MICROS Tablet 700 Series

– Oracle MICROS Compact Workstation 310

– DT Research DT365 tablet

– Motorola MC40

– Sleeve for Oracle MICROS Tablet E-Series 8-inch and 11-inch

– Motorola LS9208, LS2208, DS9208, and DS2208 models

Barcode scanners are not supported with generic Microsoft Windows 10 devices

• Cash Drawers

• Coin Changer

– Telequip T-Flex

• Customer Pole Displays

– Rear base 240x64 and 2x20 LCD display units

• Printers

– Bluetooth: Epson TM-P60, Epson TM-P60II, Bixolon SPP-R300, Bixolon
R310iK

– Ethernet: Epson TM-88 (II, III, IV, V), Epson TM-U220B, Bixolon
SRP-350plusIII (firmware version SRP-350plusIII v01.00 ORC 051216),
Bixolon SRP-F310II (firmware version SRP-F310II V01.00 STB 021116)

– Intelligent Device Network (IDN): Epson TM-88 (II, III, IV, V), Epson TM-
U220B models

– Serial printers (RS232): Epson TM-88 (II, III, IV, V), Epson TM-U220B, Epson
TM-U295 models, Bixolon SRP-350III, Bixolon SRP-350plusIII, Bixolon SRP-
F310II

• Magnetic Stripe Readers (MSR)

– Oracle MICROS workstation integrated MSRs
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– Sleeve for Oracle MICROS Tablet E-Series 8-inch

– Sleeve for Oracle MICROS Tablet E-Series 11-inch

– MagTek DynaPro Audio Jack Reader

– MagTek DynaPro Mini Card Reader

• Serial Scales

– Mettler-Toledo Viva

– Mettler-Toledo Ariva

Supported KDS Display Client Peripheral Devices
Oracle MICROS Tablets

• Oracle MICROS Tablet 720

– Microsoft Windows Embedded 8.1 Industry Pro

– Microsoft Windows 10 IoT Enterprise

• Oracle MICROS Tablet 721

– Microsoft Windows 10 IoT Enterprise

• Oracle MICROS Tablet e-Series 8 inch

– Microsoft Windows Embedded 8.1 Industry Pro

• Oracle MICROS Tablet e-Series 11 inch

– Microsoft Windows Embedded 8.1 Industry Pro

Oracle MICROS Workstations

• Oracle MICROS Workstation 610

– Microsoft Windows Embedded 8.1 Industry Pro

– Microsoft Windows 10 IoT Enterprise

• Oracle MICROS Workstation 620

– Microsoft Windows 10 IoT Enterprise

• Oracle MICROS Workstation 650

– Microsoft Windows 10 IoT Enterprise

• Oracle MICROS PC Workstation 2015

– Microsoft Windows 7 Professional Embedded

– Microsoft Windows Embedded POS Ready 2009

• Oracle MICROS Workstation 5a

– Microsoft POS Ready 7

– Microsoft POS Ready 2009

Oracle MICROS Kitchen Display Controllers

• Oracle MICROS Kitchen Display Controller 210 (also known as DT Research DT166CR)

– Microsoft Windows 10 IoT Enterprise
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– Does not support displays running Microsoft Windows CE

• Oracle MICROS Kitchen Display Controller 166 (also known as DT Research
DT166LX )

– Microsoft Windows CE 6.0
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3
Installation and Upgrade

Versioning
The versioning of Simphony has been enhanced. Simphony releases are categorized by four
numeric segments that indicate release information. The numeric segments are divided by
periods. The first, second, third, and fourth numerals provide information about the Simphony
release:

• First numeral: Simphony major release number

• Second numeral: Simphony minor release number

• Third number: Simphony patch release number

• Fourth number: Simphony interim or hot fix number

The following illustration shows each part of a release number, and what each numeral
represents:

Figure 3-1    Example of a Simphony Release Number

Property Post-Upgrade Instructions
After performing an upgrade to Simphony version 18.1, all sites and properties (Cloud and
self-hosted customers) must complete the steps listed in the Oracle Hospitality Simphony
Installation Guide and the Oracle Hospitality Simphony Cloud Services Post-Installation or
Upgrade Guide.

The Oracle Hospitality Simphony Manager User Guide—specifically the Simphony Web
Portal (SWP) section—contains instructions about accessing the SWP and updating the EMC
client for your property.
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4
Resolved Issues

The following issues have been fixed since the last release.

Note:

The resolved issues listed here are based on their severity and potential effect on
your Simphony system. For a complete and comprehensive listing of all customer
reported defects, see My Oracle Support (MOS) Doc ID 2446862.1.

Table 4-1    Simphony 18.1 Resolved Issues

Module BugDB TPID Description

POS
Operations

29837731 134897 The workstation now forces fingerprint authorization for
option 47 - Fingerprint Scan Required for Employee ID
instead of letting users manually enter their employee ID.

Client
Application
Loader
(CAL)

N/A 138020 The Automatic DHCP Configuration option and related
settings are now removed from the Android CAL
installation and static IP address assignment for Android
devices is no longer done programmatically. CAL
communicates using any available connection type.

CAL 27757675 161723 The CAL process successfully installs Service Host and
Service Host Prerequisites on workstations in a multi-
tenant environment with property level settings.

Check and
Posting
Service
(CAPS)

N/A 152636 The CAPS and datastore databases no longer timeout
during an upgrade. The timeout value set in
DBSettings.xml is respected.

Credit Card
Batch

27649888 160715 When transferring a VisaD batch, the batch no longer
fails if the previous batch number reached 999.

Credit Card
Driver

27111750 155503 The authorization amount is now included upon
settlement to Merchant Link Interchange.

Credit Card
Driver

28082766 164665 A credit card voucher is now printed for voided payment
card transactions on reopened/adjusted closed checks.

Database 22464072 116000 The response time when opening and navigating the CAL
Packages module is now faster and more efficient.

Database N/A 142761 The EGatewayService file DbSettings.xml now includes
parameter validateConnection for the Oracle Database
connection string. When set to true, the connection is
validated each time it is taken from the pool. If the
connection is invalid, it is destroyed and a new one is
created. Before enabling this parameter, ensure that it is
needed by reviewing the logs for connection lost contact
errors.

Database 25735899 144919 Performing a database reload no longer fails when
attempting to update newly created menu items.
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Table 4-1    (Cont.) Simphony 18.1 Resolved Issues

Module BugDB TPID Description

Database 25780490 144920 The IsDeleted status for menu items in the Transaction
database is now updated when items are deleted from
the EMC.

Database 26438649 150002 You can now drag and drop a property from one zone to
another, and perform Updating and Reloading the
Workstation Database from the workstation without
receiving an error.

Data
Transfer
Service
(DTS)

27383455 157135 Simphony now synchronizes with Labor Management
when a job code is assigned to a revenue center where an
employee exists.

DTS 27787971 162909 DPS now posts checks with new menu items to Reporting
and Analytics without error.

DTS N/A 163642 Queries in DTS no longer cause timeouts.

Direct
Posting
Service
(DPS)

21588906 93544 The authorizing employee is now posted correctly to
Reporting and Analytics when applying a Discount,
Service Charge, or Tender to a check.

DPS 21589177 94688 Audit and Analysis and Adjustment Reports in Reporting
and Analytics now accurately report on error correct
details when Control Parameters option 24 - Treat Error
Corrects as Voids is deselected.

DPS 21589487 96440 When a check has a guest count of zero, DPS no longer
posts the guest count as null to Reporting and Analytics.

DPS 23076134 126203 Checks now post to the correct business date in Reporting
and Analytics after manually running Start of Day.

DPS 22187874 146100 When DPS loses connection to the database and
reconnects later, it automatically recovers and posts
again when the database is available.

DPS 25869925 146879 The intermittent duplication of Guest Check UID
numbers during the DPS Move History process no longer
occurs.

DPS 26789029 152058 Tax rates with a value of 0% now appear in the Oracle
Hospitality Reporting and Analytics database
TAX_GUEST_CHECK_DETAIL table.

DPS 26988480 153827 A Simphony database schema change enables the DPS to
successfully post sales data to the Reporting and
Analytics database.

Enterprise
Cash
Manageme
nt (ECM)

21590587 101461 Cash Management now completely distributes Count
Sheets correctly.

Enterprise
Manageme
nt Console
(EMC)

21585718 7531 You can now search for a barcode that has leading zeroes
(for example, 00000000000004) and receive the correct
results.
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Table 4-1    (Cont.) Simphony 18.1 Resolved Issues

Module BugDB TPID Description

EMC 21586247 77885 You can now successfully search for menu items and
view the results with the override arrow indicators in the
Menu Item Maintenance module.

EMC 21588349 90610 Extensibility applications now require a record name in
the EMC. Prior to this release, Extensibility applications
without a name caused the POS client to stop
unexpectedly.

EMC 21589980 98689 You can now successfully run the Clear Totals task in
EMC for large Oracle enterprise databases.

EMC N/A 110176 After installing or upgrading to Simphony version 18.1,
the initial launch of EMC no longer experiences slowness.

EMC 22372211 114008 The response time when opening and running various
modules is now faster and more efficient for large
enterprise databases.

EMC 25202291 139320 Void reasons are no longer distributable to revenue
centers. This resolves the issue where workstation
operators received an error when attempting to use a
void reason which was copied to the revenue center from
the Enterprise.

EMC N/A 141452 The default installation path for remote EMC client files
has been updated. The installation path is now
C:\Program Files\Oracle Hospitality; however the
installation path remains configurable.

EMC N/A 145130 The Ignore Server Certificate field is no longer available
in the Loyalty Driver and Stored Value Driver modules.

EMC 23152817 148703 When both the application server and the EMC are
configured to use a comma as the decimal separator, the
currency conversion rate no longer changes upon
reopening the Currency Conversions module.

EMC 25999958 148438 The EMC Locale module is now being used with the
operating system regional settings. When setting fields in
EMC where amount or percent values are defined, the
comma and the decimal separators are recognized
correctly.

EMC 21584327 148845 The Tax Rates module now opens without error when the
Microsoft Windows Regional Format is set to Finnish
(Finland).

EMC 26485152 150203 EMC users that have view, edit, and delete privileges to
the Void/Return/Waste Reasons module can now access
the module without error.

EMC 26828682 152169 Deleting a property is now completed successfully. 
Before deleting a property, you must first close all open
checks and transactions, and delete all associated
revenue centers.
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Table 4-1    (Cont.) Simphony 18.1 Resolved Issues

Module BugDB TPID Description

EMC 21578736 153059 You can increase DataStore and CAPS purging speed and
record counts by adding text to the ServiceHost's
web.config.txt file (for example: <add key
="PurgeRecordCount" value="1000" />).
By default, DataStore and CAPS purging jobs currently
purge 100 records per batch, in any table.

EMC 27052796 154432 After clicking the Location Selector toolbar icon to
change to another property in the Workstations
module, the Workstations module tab name now shows
the new property name and the default revenue center
appears as the first record in the Revenue Center
Configuration section.

EMC N/A 155954 You no longer receive an error when adding a language
record.

EMC 22372211 156000 When opening and searching modules that use a table
view in EMC, performance time has improved to return
results faster.

EMC 28206104 160461 You can no longer save a new payment driver in the EMC
without importing the DLL file. The system will show a
‘No payment driver has been loaded’ error. You can load
a payment driver and save the record, or close the
Payment Drivers module without saving.

EMC 27608757 160693 Menu Item Master data extensions are now saved in
Menu Item Maintenance form view.

EMC 27603778 160703 Running queries for large data enterprises no longer
causes timeouts in EMC.

EMC 27626294 160836 You can now upload a custom CAL package in a multi-
tenant environment.

EMC 27599583 161657 You can now create multi-tennant organizations without
receiving timeout errors.

EMC N/A 163625 You can now remotely distribute menu item records with
a data extension in the Menu Item Maintenance module
without receiving an error.

Extensibilit
y

26025559 147051 Negative tax amounts no longer show as zero in
Extensibility when the tax type on the check is a
Percentage add-on tax.

Extensibilit
y

26372277 151289 You no longer receive an exception error while setting
default values during the payment process. This issue
was caused by the upgrade of the Microsoft 3.X .NET
Framework to version 4.X, and has been fixed.

Import/
Export
Service

26559133 151276 Menu Item Definitions are no longer duplicated when
processing imports and exports in load balanced
environments.

Import/
Export
Service

27939964 163557 You can successfully log in to the Simphony Web Portal
(formerly the Import/Export Web Application) without
receiving an error when any of the Unit Names has
empty text.
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Table 4-1    (Cont.) Simphony 18.1 Resolved Issues

Module BugDB TPID Description

Import/
Export
Service

27401545 164883 When exporting a discount where multiple Menu Item
Groups are triggered, each Trigger MI Group is now
listed uniquely, ending with a number in the Columns
field of the export file. Each Trigger MI Group other than
the first one appears at the end of the Column list,
separate from the first.

Kitchen
Display
System
(KDS)

21578424 5443 Bumped orders no longer reappear on KDS Displays
when workstation operators add a discount to the check.

KDS 21586278 77976 Sending checks to order devices no longer slows down
when the KDS Controller Service starts up without a
proper network connection.

KDS N/A 104561 When the primary KDS Controller workstation comes
back online, Simphony now updates the status of the KDS
Controller in the KDSController.cfg file on the primary
KDS Controller workstation and the backup KDS
Controller workstation, as well as the PMC Report.
Additionally, all orders added to the primary KDS
Controller workstation are forwarded to the backup KDS
Controller until the primary KDS Controller is manually
activated.

KDS 21578498 11155 If you utilize a KDS, and enable Print Class option 4 - On =
Red; Off = Black, red font now appears for orders on
KDS displays and takes precedence over assigned Menu
Item Class Highlight Schemes. If Dynamic Order Mode
(DOM) is enabled, DOM Item Highlight Schemes take
precedence over the enabled Print Class option 4 - On
Red; Off = Black setting.

KDS N/A 142282 If the condiment’s print class does not include the same
order device as its parent menu item, condiments no
longer output to the same order device as the parent
when Menu Item Classes option 22 - On = Use Own
Output Link; Off = Use Parent's (Condiments Only) is
enabled.

KDS N/A 150329 The KDS Controller Windows Service no longer stops
unexpectedly when the POS client sends an order
containing menu items from different dining courses to
KDS Displays from a workstation that has a long record
number.

Loyalty N/A 154373 The system no longer sends the subtotal as total due to
Gift and Loyalty when accepting coupons for a loyalty
program. The additional taxes, service charges, applied
discounts, and payments are added correctly.

POS Client 21586088 76686 Simphony now calculates the prep cost of weighted menu
items using the weight of the item sold instead of the
quantity sold.

POS Client 21588690 92630 Manual service charges now print only under the seat
header to which it corresponds on full seat checks.
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Table 4-1    (Cont.) Simphony 18.1 Resolved Issues

Module BugDB TPID Description

POS Client 21590465 100838 POS workstations no longer malfunction when
navigating to the Condiment/Combo Orderer, if the
combo meal added to the check includes a menu item
without a menu item class.

POS Client N/A 127125 When using EMC, Simphony no longer requires the
workstation operator to have an active cash management
session assignment for seating guests in the Table
Management System (TMS).

POS Client 21579032 134222 Customer receipts no longer automatically print for fast
transactions when RVC Parameters option 9 - On
Demand Customer Receipts is enabled.

POS Client N/A 139991 When you update the tax percentage of an existing tax
rate in the EMC, the change now reflects in the POS
workstation after you reload the database.

POS Client 28222037 142549 Workstations no longer erroneously show a message
stating that CAPS is unauthenticated, if it takes too long to
start.

POS Client 25492719 143250 When Workstations option 50 - Mag Card or Fingerprint
Scan Required for Employee ID is selected, operators
can no longer authorize previous round menu item voids
by manually entering the employee ID.

POS Client N/A 144164 Simphony now sends the actual authorization amount to
the Oracle Payment Interface (OPI) for incremental
authorizations. This resolves the issue where
workstations and credit card vouchers showed the initial
amount that was used for temporary credit card
authentication instead of the new, typically incremented
authorization amount. This only applies when
Incremental Authorization is enabled. If disabled, the
card must be re-dipped before the check can be closed.

POS Client 25753096 144915 When using Conversational Ordering and changing the
custom menu level of an item using the Transaction
Void function key, the price will be negative after the
change.

POS Client 25877928 147689 Service Host no longer stops unexpectedly when an
employee without an operator record begins a check.

POS Client 26948247 153343 When using the Update Selected Item Count function,
added menu items must not already be consolidated
prior to its use. This function only works while in the
current service round.

POS Client 27222011 155754 You no longer receive an Exception error when using a
Sales Recording Module (SRM) and performing a partial
tender.

POS Client 27193052 155540 You no longer receive an error when canceling an order
on a suspended check with an automatic service charge.

POS Client 27431212 158357 When performing a refund using a non-revenue service
charge, the POS client now sends only the original refund
request to OPI; a void request is no longer sent.
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Table 4-1    (Cont.) Simphony 18.1 Resolved Issues

Module BugDB TPID Description

POS Client 27473081 158539 When using the Native OPI payment driver and adding a
manual charge tip to a check, the check is finalized for
the correct total amount.

POS Client 27539364 160807 Void validation receipts now print for direct voids.

POS Client 27660462 161113 Menu item waste checks now show the correct check
closed timestamp when using the Reprint Previous
Closed Check function.

POS Client 27451768 161274 Menu items containing different quantities of the same
condiments are consolidated correctly.

POS Client 27635792 163725 The daypartid fields now post correctly to the Serving
Period Summary and Day Part Sales Summary reports in
Reporting and Analytics. In addition, all checks post with
the correct daypartid field when changing the Serving
Period from the POS client using the Change RVC
Serving Period function and then creating checks for a
different serving period.

Printing 21588657 92496 Seat Checks and Full Seat Checks now show payments
under the specific seat to which they were applied.

Printing 28012828 163969 Devices that receive serial port data (for example,
printers, scanners, and scales) no longer stop, and do not
create an operating system event in the event log upon
detection of inconsistent data. These devices continue to
receive serial port data.

Printing 25340253 142481 OPOS printers no longer add 2 inches to customer receipt
trailers upon printing. To better control remote printer
paper usage, two Line Feeds fields have been added to
the Printers module in the EMC for each printer type.
See Configuring a Printer in the Oracle Hospitality
Simphony Configuration Guide for more information.

Printing 27133993 155012 The POS client now automatically connects after an IP
printer is powered off and on.

Property
Manageme
nt System
(PMS)

26269347 149706 When adding a service charge to a check that is posted as
a room charge, Simphony now posts the correct Service
Charge Itemizer total to the PMS interface.

Reports 21578501 11328 The Property Financial Report in Reporting and Analytics
now generates correctly on a Oracle Database
environment.

Reports 21587391 85363 Menu items that are sold now post and the information
appears correctly in the POS client reports.

Reports 21587392 85365 Employee check actions performed on the POS client are
now reported correctly in workstation reports.
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Table 4-1    (Cont.) Simphony 18.1 Resolved Issues

Module BugDB TPID Description

Reports N/A 147749 When the Revenue Center, Setup tab, RVC Parameters,
Posting tab, 16 – Post to Check Order Type option is
disabled, and a menu item with a priced condiment is
changed to a different order type than the check (for
example, if the check was originally declared as DINE IN
and the menu item with a priced condiment is changed
to the TO GO order type), both the menu item and the
priced condiment posts correctly on reports to the
changed order type of TO GO.

Reports 26181662 148610 Custom language item name translations are updated to
the CAPS database and appear on workstation reports for
newly added Menu Items, Major Groups, Family Groups,
Tender/Medias, Service Charges, and Discounts.

Reports 26136187 148180 Error corrected check information now appears in the
Daily Operations Report in Reporting and Analytics.

Reports N/A 148420 When running the Clock In Status Report, you no longer
receive an error when the Payroll ID contains text.

Reports 26484805 150358 The Time Period Summary Report now accurately
calculates the net sales when a discount is added to a
check.

Reports 26626344 151285 The Job Code Labor Report now shows the job code
values when a property and revenue center have the
same object number.

Taxes N/A 148233 Simphony now applies surcharges to menu items where
configured.

Totals
Posting

26139744 147831 Table dining time now posts to Reporting and Analytics
accurately.

Transaction
Services

26409061 149256 You no longer need to restart the Service Host for new
tax rates to take effect in Transaction Services.

Transaction
Services

26563006 151711 When applying a coupon discount, the Total Due amount
that appears in the Simphony POS client now matches
the Due field when using the check detail function in the
POS API.
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5
Known Issues

The following issues are known for this Simphony release:

Table 5-1    Simphony Version 18.1 Known Issues

Module BugDB TPID Description

Credit
Card
Driver

N/A 165514 When the Manual Card Data Entry Retries field is set to 0 in
the Payments module, pressing any credit card function on the
POS client results in the error message “Credit Card Not
Found”. This issue occurs when using the MerchantLink TVS or
TV2G 4.18.1.11 credit card drivers.

ECM N/A 148595 If you upgrade to Simphony version 18.1, but do not upgrade to
Reporting and Analytics version 9.0 (for example, Reporting
and Analytics remains at version 8.5.0), Enterprise reports do
not show information for multiple classes, nor do they show
the correct base class.

EMC N/A 161455 When the EMC attempts to connect to the Enterprise, the login
is successful, but an error appears when loading the data. This
occurs on a computer running Microsoft Windows 10 that was
upgraded from Windows 10 (1703) to Windows 10 (1709) using
the English installation media, but set to German regional
settings.
Workaround: Change the system's regional settings (for
example, change from English (en-de) to German language
settings only).

Install N/A 155467 After performing a Simphony upgrade or a fresh installation, if
you are utilizing Android devices, you must first configure
your EMC logon Security Questions from a Win32 device prior
to attempting to recover your lost password using the Can’t
Sign In (formerly the Forgot Password) link from an Android
device.
The Oracle Hospitality Simphony Security Guide contains more
information about configuring security questions.
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Table 5-1    (Cont.) Simphony Version 18.1 Known Issues

Module BugDB TPID Description

Install N/A 162975 If you are utilizing Microsoft SQL Server, upon performing an
upgrade or a new installation (using the all-in-one installation
scenario) from Simphony version 2.9.2 or later, and you want
to physically separate the Transaction (MCRSPOS) and Security
(MCRSCACHE) databases, you need to manually create a
database destination folder on the new database server prior
to the upgrade. The database installation path that is entered
in the Remote Database Location field needs to already exist
on the destination database server. For example, create a
C:\MICROS\Data or D:\MICROS\Data folder on the new
database server, and then enter the newly created folder’s
path in the Remote Database Location field. This path is used
to create the new Security and Transaction databases.
See https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/database-engine/
configure-windows/view-or-change-the-default-locations-for-data-
and-log-files?view=sql-server-2017 for more information about
setting default database locations for Microsoft SQL Server
users.

Install N/A 164127 After performing a Simphony upgrade, when logging into the
Simphony EMC, Simphony Web Portal (SWP), or Engagement,
the logon windows allow you to enter the long organization
name. This results in potential logon issues and the failure to
automatically update your EMC to the latest version.
Workaround: After performing a Simphony upgrade, upon
logging into the Simphony EMC, SWP (Import/Export), or
Engagement, enter the short organization name. This issue is
going to be resolved in a future version.

KDS N/A 153069 Direct void is not supported for production item counts. Direct
voiding items may yield unexpected results in production item
counts.

Oracle
Payment
Interface
(OPI)

28979325 Jira
HPI-640

If you are using the Oracle Payment Interface (OPI) driver, OPI
version 6.1 is supported, although there are known issues
relating to tips and the tip adjustment functionality. Oracle
recommends that befjore performing a Simphony installation
or upgrade, you should ensure that you install or upgrade to
OPI version 6.2 including the latest patch.
See My Oracle Support (MOS) at https://support.oracle.com/ to
access the latest OPI Payment drivers.

Operatio
ns (Ops)

22288774 Jira
FPS-1816
5

If a check number has more than 5 digits, the full check
number is truncated in Ops when a check is begun by users
manually entering a check number. This occurs when a check
is not assigned to a table or has a check name.
Workaround: Increase the width in the check detail area as
per your requirement to view the entire check number. Access
the Page Design module and open the correct page template,
click on the Configuration tab, and increase the Width setting
from within the Check Detail Area section, and then Save.

Page
Design

N/A 135795,
162998

The navigation bar is not available for reuse in a custom
template in the Page Design module. This is by design.
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Module BugDB TPID Description

Reports N/A 148613 If you use the standard translations on the Simphony POS
client, you need to schedule the Language Translation CAL
package so that all core translation files are sent to the POS
client.
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